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Disclaimer



PLEASE BE SURE TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE INFORMATION IN THIS DISCLAIMER. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS REGARDING YOUR CHOSEN COURSE OF ACTION AFTER 
READING THIS DOCUMENT OR FAMILIARIZING YOURSELF WITH THIS PROJECT, SEEK LEGAL, 
FINANCIAL, TAX, AND OTHER COUNSEL. All excerpts from this document may be published, 
quoted, and distributed only if this disclaimer is attached and presented alongside them.

The information in this whitepaper may not be exhaustive and should not be taken to represent any formal 
commitment or agreement. The only purpose of this document is to represent Gem4me Foundation PTE. 
LTD (Singapore), as well as the tokens GMC will sell to potential holders during its planned Token Sale. 
Although we have made every effort to ensure the information is accurate and valuable, this information 
should not be taken as professional counseling or consulting and cannot be considered as such. GMC 
neither guarantees nor accepts legal responsibility of any nature in connection with the accuracy, 
reliability, relevance or completeness of any materials contained herein. Potential owners of GMC crypto 
tokens should contact any relevant professional consultants before making any decisions, commitments, 
or transactions based on the materials in this document. This information is for educational purposes only.

This document is attached for purely informational purposes and doesn’t express any future intent. 
Unless indicated otherwise, the products and technologies listed in this document are currently 
in development rather than in active use. Gem4me Foundation offers no guarantees nor promises 
regarding the successful development and usage of any technologies, innovations, achievements 
or projects listed in this document; Gem4me Foundation also rejects and refuses any guarantees that 
may be legally applicable or enforceable. Nobody has the right to use the information included in this 
document, nor any conclusions stemming from the information in this document, including any conclusions 
that may be made regarding Gem4me Foundation or any of the technologies listed herein. Gem4me 
Foundation refuses any and all responsibility associated with losses of any kind incurred as a result 
of the information listed in this document and with any losses incurred due to further queries, even 
if such losses are the result of any potential mismanagement, carelessness or failure to do one’s job.

This document is not regulated by the law of any specific jurisdiction and was not written 
to be enforceable under any specific law. No regulatory organs were made aware of the contents 
of this document, nor approved the contents herein, nor will any regulatory organs be made 
aware of such information under any laws or regulatory demands or conditions. The information 
presented herein cannot be exhaustive and does not presuppose or indicate any agreement.

The contents of this document are not a formal or informal obligation made 
by Gem4me Foundation or its affiliates. Gem4me Foundation retains the right to change, edit, 
add, or remove any part of this document for any reason, at any time, during or after the Token 
Sale by publishing new editions of this document on the project’s website.
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Various legal measures, investigations, and actions may halt or affect the development of Gem4me 
Market Space’s business in the future. Any individual or business interested in buying GMC tokens 
should understand that the project’s business model and its current platform may change or need 
changes depending on new regulatory changes applicable to all jurisdictions. In such cases, buyers and 
all other possible GMC token buyers and owners should understand that neither Gem4me Foundation 
nor any of its affiliates can be held responsible for direct or indirect losses caused by such changes.

The information presented in this document is based on sources which Gem4me Foundation considers 
reliable, and which are presented here in good faith. At the same time, Gem4me Foundation gives no 
guarantees nor promises with regards to the accuracy, reliability, and usefulness of any such information, 
and this document gives no rights nor means of legal defence to any future token holders, their 
employers, creditors, bondholders or other property rights owners, or any other individuals. The opinions 
presented and outlined in this document simply reflect the current opinions of the document’s 
authors, and don’t necessarily align with Gem4me Foundation’s official stance. Such opinions are 
liable to change with no warning. Gem4me Foundation has no obligations regarding adding any 
changes to this document or getting in touch with any of its readers or subjects in the case that any 
of the facts or answers or projections or preliminary assessments change or are otherwise amended.

Every reader of the document below should rely on their own independent knowledge, analysis, opinion, 
and point of view in making decisions regarding the contents of this document. The document’s readers 
should not rely solely on the contents of this document and the information provided in response to queries.

This document is not intended to be used or given to legal entities, individual 
or organizational, resident in countries where the publication, sharing or usage of this 
document is illegal or regulated. You may not legally buy GMC tokens if you are a:

1. Permanent resident of the USA

2. Citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of the USA, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands 
(or any other USA territory), Singapore, China, Somalia, or Syria

3. Citizen or resident of any country or territory wherein digital 
token sales and/or crypto currencies are illegal.

The tokens bought cannot be sold in circumvention of the above rules. The current document’s 
readers must bear responsibility for performing due diligence and making sure that any purchase 
is approved by reliable legal, tax, judicial, and other counsellors. It is any GMC buyer’s responsibility 
to make sure their actions are legal in their area of residence, and to act in full obedience of any 
local laws and regulations, without any recourse to Gem4me Foundation’s financial or legal help.
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GMC tokens are not a security, digital currency, commodity, or financial instrument registered 
in accordance with applicable law in any jurisdiction, including within any jurisdiction within which potential 
token holders may reside. This document is not an issue prospectus nor a pitch, and its purpose is not 
to serve as documentation for a security or any security-type asset in any jurisdiction. GMC does not 
provide any opinions or advice on the acquisition, sale, or exchange of GMC tokens, meaning this document 
does not form the basis of (and should not be relied upon for) in matters related to contractual obligations 
or investment decisions. This document does not oblige anyone to close contracts, accept legal obligations 
in relation to the sale or purchase of GMC tokens, or accept any cryptocurrency or other form of payment.

GMC tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than those expressly described in this document, 
including investment, speculation, and other financial purposes. The GMC Token does not grant 
any other rights of any kind, except for those outlined in this document (including but not limited to). 
The GMC token does not provide any rights to own property, get dividends or company shares, redeem, 
liquidate, or receive corporate rights, or any other financial and (or) legal rights. While the opinions and 
actions of the community may be factored into decisions made by the GMC, the tokens do not confer 
any right to participate in GMC’s decision-making processes (or any other aspect of the business). 
GMC tokens can only be used for the purposes expressed in this document. All income and profit 
calculations used in this paper are provided for demonstration purposes alone and should not be 
taken to represent averages, guarantees of results, or obligations the GMC takes on itself.

Some of the statements, facts, calculations, and indicators contained in this document — 
including but not limited to financial figures — are preliminary projections based on variable 
risk factors and uncertainties, known and unknown. The actual circumstances and results 
may differ significantly from the calculations, and results presented in this document, as well 
as any facts, calculations and indicators suggested directly or indirectly.

The English version of this document is the main source of information regarding the project. 
The information supplied here in English can be presented in other languages. In such cases, any 
information attached in the document and originally provided in English can be lost, changed, 
or misrepresented. In such cases, the accuracy of any alternative documents and/or translations 
cannot be guaranteed. If any inconsistencies or inaccuracies are found between a translation 
and the English version of the document, the English version’s facts and interpretations shall 
hold. This document cannot be disseminated, copied or transferred to any individual or published, 
partially or wholly, for any purposes without prior permission and agreement from GMC. In certain 
jurisdictions, the dissemination of this document is legally restricted. Anyone with access to this 
document must personally make sure they obey any such restrictions. Using the document below 
represents an agreement to respect and follow any and all restrictions listed above.
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§1
Manifesto



We are an international team of industry-leading experts, and 
we’re currently working on Gem4me Market Space: the world’s 
first universal, decentralized e- commerce platform.

We analyzed how other e-commerce platforms and digital markets succeeded and 
recognized that with our track record and expertise, we are positioned to make 
a new, successful project in a nascent niche. We saw that the market was missing 
a mobile-first trading platform that was as convenient for small businesses and 
solopreneurs as it was for large companies. There was no way to trade goods and 
services easily, across borders, using any currency (including cryptocurrencies).

We have called our global trading platform Gem4me Market Space, and 
we’ve added a Smart Wallet that will help users pay and transact quickly, 
safely, and easily. Together, Gem4me Market Space and our Smart 
Wallet will both work from the fastgrowing Gem4me Messenger.

Gem4me Market Space uses cutting-edge technologies like chat bots, 
blockchain protocols, smart fintech tools, and artificial intelligence 
to offer a new kind of service to merchants and consumers. In this project, 
we tried to combine the best of what technology has to offer to give 
a value-added service to our current and future users.

ico.marketspace.io
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We’re more than  
an idea. We’ve been hard 
at work for 3 years

Unlike many other projects, we don’t position ourselves as a grand idea 
that needs money to work. Instead, we already have multiple assets and 
key skills, including Gem4me messenger: definitive proof that we have 
what it takes to tackle global, large-scale projects and succeed.

To be more specific, Gem4me Market Space is built over our biggest, 
most important asset, namely our 3 years of development into 
the Gem4me messenger. Despite messengers being a highly competitive 
niche, we have created one with 6 million users spanning 60 countries, 
and we continue to perfect and market it worldwide. We believe that this 
messenger will guarantee Gem4me Market Space’s own fast growth — 
and that our experience in creating it will be highly valuable.

Our developers have 
worked on and completed 
highly complex projects

Our project has been created by a large team of developers that includes Synesis, 
a team that helped develop large-scale mobile applications like Viber and gaming 
portal Playtika, as well as other groups of developers that specialize in Blockchain 
technology, fintech, A.I. and more. Our programmers have worked on and 
completed highly complex projects, unlike those working on similar teams.

ico.marketspace.io
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The project is supported 
by Gem4me’s army of fans

Our army of fans is our unique advantage. Our experience with team-
based technologies, as well as our strategy for financing Gem4me via 
crowd investing, helped us attract a large circle of private investors who 
are now highly interested in Gem4me’s future development. These fans/co-
investors now help us develop, test, and promote Gem4me worldwide.

Our ultimate goal is to make Gem4me Market Space the most global and 
convenient e-commerce market application and safe transaction ecosystem 
in the world. Using modern technologies will help us give our customers simplicity, 
transparency, and value. Having worked on the project for over a year to date, we’re 
already far along the development timeline and are positive and confident about 
our continued success. Late April saw the beta release of Market Space’s store-
building chatbot: a tool that helps users build stores quickly and easily. The chatbot 
is currently being tested and used to help merchants populate the platform.

ico.marketspace.io
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Gem4me Market Space: 
a global smart economy 
housed on the Blockchain

§2



Gem4me  
Market Space —

is a global trading platform with 
integrated cryptofinance services built 
on the foundation of the Gem4me mobile 
messenger. Gem4me Market Space 
uses cutting-edge technologies that 
make it easy to shop, trade and build 
businesses easily and across borders.

ico.marketspace.io13
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1. Smart Chatbots automate operations and simplify 
shopping for consumers and retailers.

2. Blockchain technology helps decentralize the Gem4me Market 
Space economy while ensuring transparency and security for 
transactions and keeping international transfer fees low.

3. Artificial Intelligence protocols optimize Gem4me Market Space’s 
operations and minimize the need for human involvement.

For ease of use, Gem4me Market Space comes with 
a Smart Wallet that includes features like Crypto/Fiat Service, 
Crypto Analytic Signals, Crypto CashBack, and more.

Gem4me
A next-gen messenger with 6 million 
users in 60 countries. Official website: 
gem4me.com . The Gem4me Market Space 
platform is integrated into the messenger.

 AI
Gem4me Market Space’s A.I. lets users 
delegate complex and/or creative tasks 
to computer scripts and bots.
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Gemme Ads is a global native ad service built on A.I. protocols. With Gemme 
Ads, Gem4me Market Space users can create and quickly scale effective ad 
campaigns while minimizing the man-hours required for such efforts.

With Gem4me Market 
Space, you can:

1. Create and run a store of any size. Whether you’re selling a single pair 
of knit socks or hundreds of thousands of units doesn’t matter.

2. Offer not only physical goods, but also services, including (but not limited 
to): private tutoring, construction, horoscope readings, by-the-hour coding.

3. Sell entries in the form of tours, concert tickets, etc.

4. Create a store with thousands of listed products and a built-in chat. 

5. Easily identify relevant products in a potentially infinite 
number of stores using Gem4me Market Space’s A.I.

6. Trade inside and outside your city, region, and country.

7. Find the nearest restaurant, check out the menu and book a table 

8. Buy physical products using crypto tokens.

9. Receive analytics pertaining to crypto tokens and other assets. 

10. Receive cashback for personal purchases.
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Gem4me Market Space is:

Security

and transparency (due to blockchain technology).

Simplicity

and convenience (due to chatbots).

Functionality

and versatility (due to Smart Wallet’s integration 
with Gem4me Market Space’s services).
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Gem4me Market Space’s  
Key Competitive Advantages

§3



Chatbots that create 
simple, convenient 
purchasing experiences

Over the last few years, chatbots have become a lot better — to the point 
that Gem4me Market Space’s A.I.s come across as human more often 
than not. Today’s chatbots can perform ever-more advanced functions, 
like targeting users by geolocation, weighing the importance 
of a review, searching for similar offers, and more.

Also, as with the phone bots used by banks and social services, chatbots offer 
numerous options. The difference is that these are presented visually, not audibly.

1
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Blockchain technology 
ensures Gem4me 
Market Space is secure 
and transparent

Gem4me Market Space’s blockchain solution ensures that transactions are 
secure and creates a universal verification system wherein users can access 
all available stores safely after KYC verification. All payment transactions 
(in physical and online payments) are carried out via and stored on the blockchain. 
As a result, getting proof-of-payment is always possible, ensuring transparency.

Another key feature of the platform is a built-in escrow system that doesn’t 
release funds until a product is received. This means that merchants 
only receive funds after a customer has verifiably received their product, 
adding another layer of security to Gem4me Market Space.

The blockchain-distributed feedback system lets you leave indelible, tamper-proof 
feedback, making Gem4me Market Space merchants transparent and rewarding 
excellent customers and merchants. This way, the platform and the users 
in it are optimized for fair competition, while the risk of fraud is minimized.

2
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Multifunctionality 
and versatility

In addition to the chatbots described above, Gem4me Market Space has another 
unique feature: Smart Wallet. Smart Wallet lets users conduct various transactions 
(deposits, withdrawals, exchanges) using both crypto and fiat currencies, and 
has all the necessary licenses and permissions to process these operations.

The platform’s most popular financial services, including Crypto/Fiat and 
Cashback (more on these later), are both integrated into Smart Wallet.

Gem4me Market Space makes it easy to create digital stores, 
advertise to a large user base, scale one’s marketing, make quick 
purchases and sales, receive and send payments, and more.

Any Gem4me Market Space-hosted store can also double up as community 
with a chat function that lets merchants and consumers interact.

3
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Desktop version

200 000 000
users by EOY 2020

50 000 000
users by EOY 2019

6 000 000
users now

Projected  
user figures

The Gem4me Market Space platform is built 
«over» the Gem4me messenger which currently 
has 6 million users in 60 countries. As of Q1 2018, 
the projected numbers for future growth are:

The Gem4me messenger is available for Android and iOS devices as a free 
download. There is also a web application that works from all popular mobile 
browsers available on iOS, Android and Windows devices. The applications 
are all localized, meaning they are accessible to all people in all countries.

Upcoming features include, but aren’t limited to, video chats, instant fund 
transfers, a rudimentary social network based on public chatrooms (think IRC), 
disappearing messages, a built-in translator, and other useful features.

4
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§4
Gem4me Market Space’s 
competitive advantages 
compared to traditional 
internet platforms



Gem4me 
Market 
Space WeChat

Other trading 
internet-platforms

Quickly create a branded e-store + – –
Global support for advertisers + – –
Easy-to-use cross-border 
settlement system + – –
Transparency and security through 
the use of Blockchain technology + – –
Efficient, transparent, secure 
transactions processed by blockchain-
enabled Smart Contracts & AI bots

+ – –
Migration support for small 
entrepreneurs moving to the platform + – –
Multifunctionality + + –
A universal crypto-fiat exchange 
service (Smart Wallets) + + –
A unified directory of goods 
and services + + –
Socialisation (direct communications 
amongst buyers, and between 
buyers and sellers)

+ + –

Multi-lingual language support + *

Ease of store usage + +
* According to App Store — Russian, English, Arabic, Vietnamese, Indonesian, 

Spanish, Italian, Chinese, Korean, Malinese, German, Portuguese, Thai, 
Traditional Chinese, Turkish, Simplified Chinese, French, Japanese.
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Gem4me Market Space’s 
innovative technologies: 
proprietary chat bots, 
blockchain technology, 
artificial intelligence, 
Gem4me Coins and more

§5



Chat-bot technology

A Chat-bot is a simple, straightforward way to initiate a sale. Advanced chatbots, 
like the ones merchants and store managers get with Gem4me Market Space, can 
also close sales. The result is that transactions are more convenient for buyers.

In addition to helping close sales, chatbots help Gem4me Market Space 
users in a variety of ways. For example, opening your own e-store is as easy 
as answering a bot’s questions. The bot guides you through choosing an 
e-store name, choosing categories and geolocation, and even uploading 
photos, product prices, product descriptions, and more. Bots also help you 
fill up your store with goods and help you import from WordPress, Joomla, 
and other content platforms directly into Gem4me Market Space.

Chat-bots help brick-and-mortar store owners:

1. Create unique, personalized offers.

2. Tell users about discounts using the app (NFC, iBeacon, and barcode)

3. Search through online inquiries and purchases 
to better manage store inventory.
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GMC

Find e-stores by brand, price and other featuresFind e-stores by name

Show all e-stores Top 20 e-stores in category 

Chat-bots help buyers find the products they want quickly, 
narrowing search results down to relevant regions while eliminating 
irrelevant results. To help users find everything they need, 
Gem4me Market Space has several search filters, including:

Our native crypto token: 
Gemme Coin (GMC)

Gemme Coin is an ERC-20 token that is used 
to operate Gem4me Market Space and give GMC 
holders various features and benefits.

The GMC token allows users to buy products online 
and offline; to pay for special merchant/customer privileges in your Smart 
Wallet or Market; to purchase financial services, including a cryptosignal 
subscription; and to advertise in the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem.

Tokens
Crypto Cashback

Bonus
Crypto  

Cashback
Platform 

Discounts

10 000 5 % 0.05 % 5 %

25 000 10 % 0.075 % 10 %

50 000 20 % 0.1 % 15 %

Figures are subject to change.
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Gemme Coin (GMC)
spend

receive

 
 

Cryptocashback as part 
of Gem4me Market Space

 
Cryptocashback from all 

online and offline purchases 
powered by Smart Wallet

 
Cryptocashback bonuses 

from Gem4me Market 
Space’s leading stores

Cryptocashback 
via Back4Cash

 
Bonuses for participating 

in RichLand’s referral  
program

Buy a premium  
Back4Cash subscription  

(with improved rates) 

Subscribe  
to various services 

 

Pay for goods and services  
via Gem4me Market Space  

merchant account 

Subscribe to the RichLand 
cryptosignal service 

 

Pay for Gem4me Market 
Space’s Gemme Ad services
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Blockchain Technology

A blockchain is a decentralized way of making, storing, and monitoring 
records of any kind. Using blockchain technology, you can store data about 
anything that can be written down on a piece of paper online, with one 
important difference: records cannot be substituted, amended, or falsified.

Blockchain technology means that Gem4me Market Space’s records cannot 
be hacked in any meaningful way. Records of transactions, purchases, 
sales, remittances, and other data are effectively indelible. Mistakes 
can happen due to human error — but you virtually cannot lose money 
to malicious individuals while using Gem4me Market Space correctly.

To ensure the reliability of Gem4me Market Space’s historical data, we make 
a dedicated effort to use blockchain technology for as much of our data as possible.

Examples of how Gem4me Market Space uses blockchain 
protocols to improve ecommerce and Smart Wallet services:

1. A unified, global rating system wherein users can leave permanent reviews 
and allocate immutable reputation points without any risk of fraud.

2. Verifying a review’s authenticity by looking at 
the writer’s purchase history and reputation.

3. Verifying the authenticity of a sold product based 
on data stored in the blockchain.

4. A store’s rating is based on its GMC wallet; stores are 
automatically integrated into the Back4Cash system.
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5. Automated global marketing programs, loyalty programs, and 
referral programs based on blockchain technology.

AI-technology  
(artificial intelligence)

Gem4me Market Space uses A.I. scripts and bots for two reasons: first, to run 
smart bots; second, to make the Gemme Ads marketing system more efficient.

Smart bots
are the next step in the evolution of chat-bot systems. They are 
equipped with an A.I. that automates the buyer’s journey while helping 
other smartbots learn and evolve every time they talk to a user.

This way, an operator only needs to “teach” a bot an answer once. 
Afterwards, the bot will know and remember it, using it to answer 
future queries without further input.

The Gemme Ads marketing system 
uses behavioral pattern analysis, neural networks, genetic algorithms, decision 
trees, and other advanced technologies (such as Data Science and Deep Learning).

Using these technologies allows Gemme Ads’ A.I. to offer a much more efficient 
advertising ecosystem than was previously possible. With this A.I., advertisers can 
reach more customers while paying less. From the users’ side, millions of people 
get highly targeted, relevant ads that match their budgets and preferences.
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Gem4me Market 
Space’s planned 
technological additions

1. Increase the number of applications for GMC verification. In the future, 
consumers will be able to order taxis, buy plane tickets, book doctors’ 
appointments, and do much more with their GMC information. Integration 
with any system where users register actions and payments will be possible.

2. The creation of geolocation and monitoring instruments 
that help merchants see where their wares are at any given 
time — and verify that an item has been delivered.

3. Expansion of the Smart Wallet’s functionality to include 
brokerage and Crypto/Fiat Bank services.

A Digital Crypto/Fiat Bank will let users manage all their fiat and crypto 
currency assets and operations from one convenient interface. It will launch 
as soon as relevant permissions in all jurisdictions have been obtained.

Physical and virtual ATM cards, as well as personal 
accounts, will be made available at that point.
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Gem4me Market Space’s 
integrated service structure

§6



Crypto/Fiat Service 1

Crypto/Fiat Service helps deposit, 
withdraw, store and exchange funds 
in fiat money and crypto tokens.

The service can be used inside 
as well as outside the platform

Crypto CashBack Service 2

CashBack services that encourage 
buyers to make repeat purchases. 

The service can be used inside 
as well as outside the platform.

The Smart Wallet is integrated into the Gem4me 
Market Space platform, adding a wide range of popular 

financial services to the platform.

 
GMC Tokens 3

GMC tokens add further functionality 
to the Crypto Fiat Wallet. With 
GMC tokens, a Smart Wallet isn’t 
just a means of payment; it’s 
a verification of credit trustworthiness, 
identity, merchant rating, a user’s 
legal status and more.

The GMC token is integrated into Gem4me 
Market Space, and is consistent with 
ERC-20 standards. This means it can be 
used inside and outside the platform

Crypto Analytic
Trade Signals 4

are a way for professional traders 
to relay valuable information to users. 
This service will help GMC’s users 
make prudent financial choices 
by giving them tips on smart 
cryptocurrency investments. 

The service can be used inside 
as well as outside the platform
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Smart Wallet

§7



Smart Wallet Concept

In today’s world, users want a wallet that does more than store funds. They 
want a wallet that serves as a multi-purpose tool with various features. 
Our wallet lets users store, exchange, and manage financial assets stored 
in fiat money and crypto currencies, provides I.D. verification services, offers 
a simple credit rating system, and enables merchants to offer loyalty cards.

We give users a single entry point for their Smart Wallets, developed as part 
of the Gem4me Market Space platform. The key benefits of the Smart Wallet 
are speed, security, and transparency with low transaction costs.

Crypto/Fiat Service’s 
Functionality

Users will be able to easily manage common fiat and crypto currency 
assets with their Smart Wallet, whose security is guaranteed 
by the blockchain protocol that powers it. Features include:

1. Storing, depositing, and withdrawing all common 
crypto currencies (BTC, ETH, etc.).

2. Storing, depositing, and withdrawing all common fiat currencies 
(through banks and electronic payment systems).

1

2
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3. Attaching Smart Wallet accounts and balances 
to prepaid VISA and Mastercard cards.

4. Attaching Smart Wallet accounts and balances to bank-issued 
VISA and Mastercard cards (with AML verification).

5. The ability to choose whether payments  
will be made from a crypto or fiat account.

For the user, this mechanism will work exactly like a regular crypto 
transfer. This complicated internal process is 100% legal and 
transparent (i.e., this is a seamless transaction).

Important: for users, this process will be seamless. 
In terms of buying a coffee in your favorite cafe, paying 
through BTC and USD will work in the exact same way.

6. An automated fiat-crypto exchange service.

7. A personal IBAN/SEPA account that allows for international/
European bank wires from your crypto and/or fiat balances.

8. Internal transfers between GMC users.
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9. The opening of merchant accounts that allow merchants 
to accept payments inside Gem4me Market Space using fiat 
and crypto currencies, either separately or via integration with 
existing payment systems (Stripe, PayPal, Epayments, etc).

10. The ability to process crypto and fiat digital codes and vouchers 
instantly (as a means of adding to users’ balances).

11. AML/KYC verification that makes wallet access recovery simple — 
and lets users manage their wallets transparently and securely.

In addition to these features,  
the Smart Wallet can do the following  
with the GMC native token:

1. Deposit, withdraw, and make payments using GMC.

2. Split online and offline bills with multiple users via 
the blockchain, then confirm the transaction.

3. Get trustworthy, blockchain-hosted reviews for any Gem4me Market Space 
merchant accepting GMC payments in exchange for goods and services.

4. Get trustworthy, blockchain-hosted reviews rating the credit trustworthiness 
and purchasing power of Gem4me Market Space buyers.

5. Safe and convenient payments inside Gem4me Market Space.
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Crypto/Fiat service will also feature partially automated open position 
algorithms. Specifically, seamless conversion operations will open Open 
Value Positions to account for withdrawals and deposits made in different 
currencies. These positions will be resolved using a third party that 
facilitates our financial services, and include the following scripts:

1. Automatic conversion once a balance has been exhausted. This Open 
Position robot will immediately convert positions using an API that 
connects to currency exchanges, including via intermediary currencies.

2. Connecting users to auto-follow trading and algotrading 
to maximize profits. Settings can be manual or automatic.

3. Automatically responding to market changes 
with actions and user notifications.

4. Automatically finding currencies to convert. In this instance, Crypto/Fiat will 
automatically give preference to those currencies which are cheapest to use.

5. Smart Orders: users choose the beginning and end currencies, and the system 
automatically closes the deal in the most profitable way possible.

6. Automatically deposit and withdraw funds from cold storage 
wallets; return funds from exchanges automatically.
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Crypto CashBack Service

Gem4me Market Space will let users access Crypto cashback in the form 
of GMC tokens. Crypto Cashback will be available in one of several ways:

1

For all purchases finalized via Gem4me Market Space. Every Gem4me 
Market Space vendor is interested in seeing their business grow, and 
here, cashback will benefit both merchants and consumers. Note that 
users will be able to use GMC tokens obtained this way anywhere, 
not just in the same store they received crypto cashback from.

2

For all Back4Cash purchases made in any of our 1,000+ Back4Cash 
affiliate stores. Affiliate cashback can be as high as 45%; to receive 
it, GMC token holders and/or Gem4me Market Space users simply need 
to register via back4.cash or Gem4me/Telegram.

3
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Planned Back4cash features include:

1. A common, standardized price list that displays items eligible for cashback.

2. Smart bots that use geolocation to filter for B4C items

3. An API that integrates with outside services to direct 
users to relevant items, including B4C items.

3

For all online and offline purchases. This additional crypto 
cashback ranges from 0.05% to 0.1% and applies if a Smart 
Wallet is attached to any cryptocurrency (e.g. Bitcoin).

4

For voluntarily releasing one’s purchase information 
(safely via SMS and an online API).
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Crypto Analytic / 
Trade Signal

Cashback solutions help consumers make money by getting rebates 
in various ways. To offer more value, Gem4me Market Space also 
features a crypto signal service that gives users trading signals 
for the effective purchase and sale of cryptocurrencies through 
Gem4me, Telegram, and other channels (operated by bots).

This feature is possible due to the integration of the RichLand into 
the Gem4me Market Space platform. Due to this integration, users will 
receive regular recommendations for the purchase and sale of common 
cryptocurrencies in the form of buy/sell positions with optimal points 
that can help maximize profits and minimize losses.

Example: Let’s say you get a message that says,  
“buy XYZ 100 tp1 XYZ 200 tp2 300.“  
This means you should buy the XYZ token at the price point of 100,  
then sell 50% at the price of 200 and the remainder at 300.

Signals like these can help users use their funds effectively. RichLand will 
track over 100 tools and resources, choosing the ones that have the best 
conditions and outlook for user investments. The service is anonymous. 
We do not know and cannot release users’ names, phone numbers, or locations. 
An important advantage is a multilevel referral program implemented through 
the bot system that lets you make money by onboarding new users.

4
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Further features we’re currently developing:

1. Bots will direct users to specific crypto token exchanges 
where they can take action on the signals they get, 
saving time and maximizing profitability.

2. Directing act-now signals to automated scripts 
that can take profitable action on them.

3. A.I.-driven crypto market analysis that uses recommendations 
and settings without relying on the RichLand service.

4. Interpolating multiple signals using AI and algorithmic 
protocols to offer superior insights and signals to users.
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§8
Gemme Ads —  
the Gem4me Market Space 
native ad platform



Trading volume always attracts advertisers. A low-volume industry’s stores 
may not need much advertising, but the 100th shoe store in a competitive 
niche needs to advertise to get business. To this end, Gem4me Market Space’s 
Gemme Ads, which are optimized for low costs and high impact via A.I., are an 
unprecedented addition to the blockchain world. There are two main types of ads:

Banner ads in catalogues 1

This ad type is similar to top-of-page ads in search engines. If a user’s search 
query matches the keywords chosen by an advertiser or our A.I., the user 
will see that advertiser’s ads. For example, if a client is looking for “yellow 
shoes,” relevant ads will be displayed at the top of the search page.

Contextual advertising 2

Gem4me Market Space is built over the Gem4me messenger, which means 
that there’s a near-infinite amount of helpful advertising data. For example, 
if Gem4me Market Space sees that a user visits shoe stores online, they 
can direct that same person to shoe-centric Gem4me groups. Users 
will be able to choose whether to join these channels or not — but both 
merchants and consumers stand to benefit from this discovery feature.
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Being connected to a messenger gives Gem4me Market Space 
(and the businesses using it) a variety of targeting options:

geolocation 

demographics

audience interests

targeting  
by past locations 

devices used

budget settings

recent activities

financial indicators 
a Gem4me Market 
Space innovation

Gem4me Market Space will also deploy bots and A.I. scripts to find 
the perfect time and place for an ad view. For example, the platform will 
avoid showing users ads for products they can’t afford with their current 
balance. This kind of financial marketing will work together with crypto 
cashback to motivate loyal, paying audiences to make repeat purchases.

In addition to contextual targeting, Gem4me Market Space will also 
use behavioral marketing to improve targeting. Specifically, we’ll 
use deep learning, neural networks, behavioral pattern analysis, and 
other advanced techniques to show users ads they’re happy with 
when they’re ready to see them — and without irritating users.

This system is able to notice that a dog owner 
that regularly walks their dog, and send them 
a reminder when they haven’t bought dog 
food for a while. As the system learns how 
long this interval usually is, it’ll start showing 
dog food ads at exactly the right time.

In another example, the ad will start suggesting 
flowers, fruit baskets and other gifts if a young 
person is about to go out on a date.
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The Gemme Coins (GMC) 
role within the Gem4me 
Market Space ecosystem

§9



Gem4me Market 
Space Ecosystem

The Gem4me Market Space Ecosystem is a unique, decentralized blockchain 
protocol that does 2 things. First, it lets businesses of all sizes reach their potential 
customers efficiently, internationally, and with little friction. Second, it lets customer 
audiences of all kinds and sizes choose reliable, high-quality products and vendors.

Businesses can connect to the ecosystem using an API protocol 
or via chat-bot integration, and international transactions are easy and 
cheap. The result is a win-win ecosystem where vendors get unique 
benefits and market access, while buyers get new goods and services.

Being based on the Blockchain, Gem4me Market Space is poised to be a part 
of the ongoing 2018 crypto revolution that removes financial barriers between 
the world’s economic agents. Gem4me Market Space will use this to minimize 
transactional barriers between participants. To this end, Gem4me Market 
Space features a Smart Wallet that gives users access to features like:

Low-friction crypto-fiat conversions 

Smart cryptowallet management

Cryptocashback

And more

Using all these features will be possible due the GMC token: the native 
crypto coin of the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem, used to pay for 
the above (and other) features, products and subscriptions.

1
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Introducing  
Gemme Coin (GMC)

Gemme Coins, abbreviated as GMC, are the native 
utility token of the Gem4me Market Space platform. 
GMC tokens are used to facilitate transactions 
inside the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem. 
This includes, but is not limited to, the purchase 
of goods and services, resolving transactions 
between users, and escrow services.

Gem4me Market Space’s blockchain protocol is adapted 
to the Gemme Coin token and offers users all the functions listed 
in the sections below in a transparent, secure manner.

2
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Paying for 
services hosted 

on Gem4me 
Market Space 
and Gem4me

Premium  
Gem4me  
services

Gem4me Market 
Space Services

GMC

GMC

Gemme Coin (GMC)   
Features

Owning and using the GMC coin gives users access to the following features:

Gem4me Market Space 
and Gem4me payments 1

GMC tokens can be used to pay for VIP services like:

premium interface skins premium/VIP stickers additional chat features

GMC token holders will also be able to use the coins to:

pay for the KYC verification 
needed to get a bank card

start a public poll pay for their store’s verification 
and various add-on features

 

3
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Goods 
(Smart 
Contract)

Goods 
(Smart 
Contract)

GMC

GMC
Buying goods 
and services

in the Gem4me 
Market Space 

ecosystem

Buying goods and services inside 
the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem 2

Every GMC token holder has the right to exchange tokens for services, 
physical items, and digital assets available on Gem4me Market 
Space. These items can be added directly to the platform by 3rd-party 
vendors as well as other users. The prices for these products are set 
manually, with an AI providing recommendations. The prices can be set 
in any number of crypto and fiat currencies.

To complete a purchase, a user simply needs to have enough Gem4me 
Coins to pay the cost and the platform’s commission (0–20%).
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Discount

DiscountGMC Discounted 
cryptocurrency 

services/long-term 
storage

 
GMC

Long-term  
storage

Discounted 
Cryptocurrency Services 3

The longer a GMC token is held, the more benefits it gives users. One 
major benefit is the ability to exchange crypto and fiat currencies, 
as well as use bank cards and pre-paid debit cards at a discount.

Specifically, holding GMC tokens for over 30 days gives users 
the following discounts on various crypto services:

10 000 to 15 000
tokens held

от 15 001  
до 25 000

от 25 001  
до 50 000

Discount:

0.05 % 0.075 % 0.1 %
(The size of the discount may change in the future)
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Fiat/Crypro 
purchases

Increased  
Crypto Сashback

Crypto CashBack 
(GMC) Crypto  

CashBack service  
Back4Cash  

GMC

Long-term  
storage

Increased Crypto CashBack 
via the Back4Cash Program 4

Gem4me Market Space’s users have the ability to increase their Crypto Cashback 
rates* via Gem4me Market Space’s core cashback program: Back4Cash.

To get an increased Crypto Cashback rate, users need to maintain** a specific 
number of tokens in their balance***. They then receive Crypto Cashback 
payouts pegged to the value of a GMC token at the time of the Token Sale****.

10 000+ tokens 25 000+ tokens 50 000+ tokens

Crypto Cashback bonuses

+5 % +10 % +20 %
      * this applies so long as the company’s reserve fund contains GMC 

tokens. Thereafter, a switch to fiat payouts will be made.
    ** for 30+ days.
  *** this rule may change in the future.
**** this rule is valid through the end of the Token Sale and will be revaluated thereafter.
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Subscription 
payments, 
GMC

Subscription 
discounts

Referral program 
payments RichLand 

subscription 
payments  

GMC

Cold storage

RichLand 
Subscription Purchases 5

Users can buy subscriptions, notifications, and personalized content from 
the RichLand bot using GMC tokens. If GMC tokens are kept on a user’s 
balance for over 30 days, additional bonuses (listed below) apply:

10 000+ tokens 25 000+ tokens 50 000+ tokens

Get a discount of

+5 % +10 % +20 %
Gem4me Market Space ecosystem participants get their 
reward as part of a multilevel referral system*.

* from the company’s reserve funds. Once reserve tokens are used up, 
we will switch to fiat payments or another effective alternative.
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Ad purchases, 
GMC

Post-call  
and in-chat  
messages

Ad purchases, 
GMC

Banners  
and other contextual 

targeted ads Gem4me
Market Space’s

ad platform

Buying ad space, user clicks and page views 
via Gem4me Market Space and Gem4me 6

GMC Token Holders can use the ecosystem to buy ad space and 
PPC ads targeting Gem4me Market Space’s users. Ad campaigns 
are funded with GMC tokens; the ads themselves are displayed after 
completed calls, as chat messages, and in other formats.
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Records:  
purchase  
histories  
and recorded 
transactions

GMC

Entry  
verification

GMC
Blockchain  

records

Paying for blockchain transactions’ 
commission fees 7

Gem4me Market Space is hosted via the blockchain. All recordings and 
transactions are stored indefinitely and adding to them costs GMC tokens. 
This means GMC tokens pay for blockchain-recorded actions like:

a. KYC Verification.

b. Review authenticity verification.

c. Leaving feedback that affects users’ reputations.

d. Store transactions that count towards Back4Cash eligibility.

e. Past purchases, sales, and other transactions.

f. Credit scores and payment histories affecting the ability to get and give credit.

g. Using blockchain technologies helps protect Gem4me 
Market Space and the users inside it from counterfeit 
goods, malicious retailers, and data manipulation.
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GMCGMC Transactions 
between users; 
voting; platform 
commission fees

Token-based transactions,
voting, platform commissions 8

GMC holders have the right to vote on issues important to the Gem4me 
Market Space platform. The power of each vote is directly correlated 
to a user’s current balance. Ultimately, decisions are made 
by Gem4me Market Space’s administration — but a GMC token 
gives some degree of decision-making power to users.

All operations inside the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem are decentralized 
and distributed via the Ethereum blockchain. In the first stages of the platform’s 
operation, some of the operations will be centralized, but all will eventually 
be decentralized. Once this happens, GMC tokens will also be used 
to pay for Ethereum blockchain entries and commission payments.
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§10
The strategy of conquering 
the market for Gem4me 
Market Space



We have good reason to believe that Gem4me Market Space’s unique combination 
of convenient services and modern technologies makes our platform an 
industry-disrupting, market-leading project in several e-commerce niches.

Having said that, we are focused on offering the best service possible, and 
reaching Mass Adoption at minimal cost. Here’s our strategy to this end.

Stage 1
Trade without borders

The Gem4me messenger has 6 million users. Reaching these users 
will give Gem4me Market Space the critical mass it needs to get 
the world’s attention while developing stable income streams. The goal is 
to show these 6 million users how easy it is to shop without borders and 
without ever having to leave their favorite messenger (Gem4me).

To this end, there are 6 market segments we will prioritize. These segments 
are currently underserved by our competitors, and serving them with 
a quality platform will help Gem4me Market Space grow quickly.
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Financial Products, Including 
Crypto Tokens and Token Sales Segment 1

Professional crypto market services that sell signals, educational 
materials, and general information. Off-the-shelf offers for future Token 
Sales, including marketing, coding and development, and testing. Trades 
and financial transactions both inside and outside Smart Wallet.

Digital Products and Services
for Young People Segment 2

Digital content, from virtual pets to customized messenger smileys. 
Audio and videos (original tracks, personal recordings).

Digital Products and Services
for Creative Service Providers Segment 3

Photo banks, design and advertising services.

Digital Products and Services
for Creative Service Providers for the IT Niche Segment 4

Software for sale and rent.

Digital Products and Services
for Gamers Segment 5

The sale and rent of in-game collectibles and items;  
professional services for gamers (e.g., private tutoring).
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Cross-Border Shopping with Extra
Support for Small Entrepreneurs Segment 6

This part of the Gem4me Market Space platform is analogous to the Storiqa project: 
a protocol for cross-border trading whose Token Sale raised 25 million USD.

Our vision is to make international trading easy with multi-language 
ads, multilingual support, easy multicurrency payments (facilitated 
by Smart Wallet), and other tools that will help small entrepreneurs 
reach and convert customers in different countries.

These 6 segments will help maximize adoption amongst crypto enthusiasts 
and investors, entrepreneurs, young people, creative professionals, and I.T. 
product professionals. These groups all have high numbers of influencers and 
early adopters internationally, which is why we chose to focus on them first.
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Stage 2
Developing Local Trade

After marketing internationally in Stage 1, we will focus on marketing 
to individual countries. As Stage 1 is executed, we will also start to develop 
local trade, focusing on the following segments:

Segment 7

Many entrepreneurs are dissatisfied with their CMS, their ad platform, or another 
aspect of their business. We will help them import their existing stores 
and teach them to market to our users so they can make more money.

Segment 8

Entrepreneurs and companies are always looking for new sales 
channels. Gem4me Market Space will be one of these channels — 
and with its plug-and- play qualities, not joining would be irrational.

Segment 9

Instagram and Facebook have limited sales functionality. Gem4me 
Market Space will give entrepreneurs an alternative wherein 
sales and marketing are emphasized, not downplayed.
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Segment 10

Individuals and organizations who wish to, but cannot, start a business, 
due to factors such as legal difficulties, lack of advertising know-how, 
limited financing, etc. To these individuals, Gem4me Market Space 
will provide all the tools and insights they need to get started.

Stage 3
Attracting Trading 
Companies

Gem4me Market Space will let large trading companies take advantage 
of new promotion channels, new advertising tools, new established 
audiences, new geographical markets, and more. Moreover, it will 
help them automate marketing and sales (via our chatbots).

As an added bonus, the largest companies will be able 
to get custom-made tools, as well as additional scripts and smart 
bots, by opting to partner with Gem4me Market Space.
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Adoption Figures: 
How many merchants 
and buyer we can attract 
in the first year?

§11



In our first year, we aim 
to attract a salient number 
of users across all 
of the world’s regions.

Marketing will be planned and executed by UCT World Corporation :  
a Premier Google Partner, Certified Yandex Partner, and a leading 
ad campaign manager in East Europe and the CIS.

The strategy accounts for all the ways in which we can attract new partners 
to Gem4me Market Space. It will use dynamic budget management, deep 
statistical analysis, and algorithmic decision-making to produce optimal results.
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§12
Gemme Coin (GMC) 
Token Sale



Token Sale summary

Gem4me Market Space’s native coins will be known as Gem4me Coins 
(GMC). Gem4me Coins will be issued as part of our upcoming Token 
Sale; they will be ERC-20 compliant and released on the Ethereum 
blockchain once the Token Sale is completed.

Once issued, GMC tokens will give their owners access to Gem4me Market Space’s 
multiple functions. These include but are not limited to marketplace purchases, 
voting rights, and digital services. You can learn more by reading Section 10 (Using 
the GMC Native Token) — and see the source code at ico.marketspace.io .

Maximum number of tokens available for sale

700,000,000 GMC
Maximum number of bonus tokens

210,000,000 GMC
Maximum number of extra tokens

333,287,500 GMC
Maximum number of tokens available for emission

1,243,287,500 GMC

1
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Token Distribution

For every 100 tokens available for sale, 
the company will issue 30 GMC bonus tokens 
for a total of 210,000,000 bonus tokens.

For every 100 tokens sold (including bonus coins), 
the company will issue 36.625 additional tokens 
for a total of 333,287,500 additional tokens.

These additional tokens will be distributed 
among the token funds as follows

a. The fund of the company’s partners and 
project advisers: 10% of tokens sold and issued 
as bonus tokens, totaling 91,000,000 GMC

b. Gem4me Market Space team: 15% of tokens for 
sale and bonus tokens, totaling 136,500,000 GMC

c. Reserve fund: 10% of tokens for sale and 
bonus tokens, totaling 91,000,000 GMC

d. Bounty program fund: 1.625% of tokens for sale 
and bonus tokens, totaling 14,787,500 GMC

e. Gem4me Market Space promotion: 
2.2%, totaling 20,000,000 GMC
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Token Price

0.1 USD
for the entire duration of the Token Sale

Early contributor bonus

1%−40%
of the total tokens sold

Token Sale URL

ico.marketspace.io
Payment methods

BTC, ETH, DASH, BCC, 
LTC, XRP, XMR

and USD (via bank wire)
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Closed pre-sale start

May 10, 2018
Closed pre-sale end

August 31, 2018
Public pre-sale start

September 1, 2018
Public pre-sale end

November 30, 2018
Token Sale start

December 1, 2018
Token Sale end

April 1, 2019
Token emission date

until April 15, 2019
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Unsold tokens

All unsold and undistributed tokens will be destroyed.

Countries prohibited from participation

USA, Singapore, Somalia, North Korea, and Syria.

KYC

Obligatory (post-Token Sale).

Please note that the Gem4me Foundation reserves 
the right to amend the list of countries whose residents may not purchase 
GMC tokens. The list currently includes the USA, China, North Korea, 
Syria, and Singapore, but may grow or shrink in the future.

A live version of this White Paper is available via  
ico.marketspace.io/#downloads .

The GMC tokens issued to team members will be frozen for 9 months 
after the Token Sale is completed. Afterwards, they will be released 
at a rate of no more than 33% of the total number per month.
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The Token Sale,  
its Schedule,  
and its Distribution

The price of a single GMC token during the Token Sale will be $0.1. 
In addition to for-sale GMC tokens, a limited number of bonus 
tokens will be issued to early contributors.

GMC tokens will first become available during the closed pre-sale stage. Afterwards, 
participants will be able to purchase tokens at ico.marketspace.io  once the public 
token sale starts on December 1, 2018. This stage will end on April 1, 2019.

The Token Sale’s full schedule is liable to change in the future.  
To see the current schedule, access the most recent version 
of this whitepaper at ico.marketspace.io/#downloads .

Please be mindful that Gem4me foundation reserves the right to offer strategic 
partners special participation terms. Also, be advised that limited sales with terms 
different to those listed above may happen concurrently with the Token Sale.

2
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Closed Pre-sale

May 10, 2018, 00:00 ― Aug 31, 2018, 23:59

Minimum Purchase Bonus

30,000+ GMC

50,000+ GMC

100,000+ GMC

1,000,000+ GMC

5,000,000+ GMC

10,000,000+ GMC

15 %
20 %
25 %
30 %
35 %
40 %

Open Pre-sale

Sep 1,  2018, 00:00 ― Nov 30, 2018, 23:59

Minimum Purchase Bonus

1,000+ GMC

15,000+ GMC

50,000+ GMC

100,000+ GMC

10 %
15 %
20 %
25 %
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Token Sale

Dec  1, 2018, 00:00 ― Apr 1, 2019, 23:59
minimum

Minimum Purchase — 100 GMC Bonus

days 1–7

days 8–14

days 15–21

days 22–28

days 29–37

10 %
7.5 %

5 %
2.5 %

1 %

GMC Tokens can be purchased with BTC, ETH, BCC, LTC, DASH, XRP, XMR, and 
USD via ico.marketspace.io . Cryptocurrency purchases can be completed from 
any Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Dash, Ripple, or Monero wallet. Fiat 
purchases between $1,000 and $1,000,000 can be completed via bank wire.

GMC Token Sale participants must accept the terms & conditions available 
at ico.marketspace.io . This includes confirming one’s e-mail address and 
authorizing oneself in the Token Sale interface. The same interface is where 
Token Sale participants can choose the number of GMC tokens they want to buy, 
as well as their preferred payment method. The exchange rate of GMC tokens 
to cryptocurrencies used for payment is pegged at the moment of payment.

Once the Token Sale is complete, participants will be invited 
to complete the Know Your Customer verification process. Once 
this is complete, the ERC-20 tokens will be released to participants’ 
wallets and be made available for instant use in the ecosystem.
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Funds will be distributed based on the number of tokens sold:

Number
of Tokens Sold

under 
150,000,000

150,000,001 
to 400,000,000

400,000,001 
to 700,000,000

R&D
(Research and Development)

15 % 10 % 7.5 %
Marketing
(including Paid Ads)

70 % 80 % 85 %
Community

15 % 10 % 7.5 %
The Gem4me Market Space team plans to release periodic reports 
updating participants on how their funds are being spent. You can 
follow our progress by referring to ico.marketspace.io .
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Valery Ostrikov
CEO & Co-founder, 
Gem4me Market Space

Natalya Arshavskaya
CVO & Co-founder, 
Gem4me Market Space

Alexander Kachanovsky
COO & Co-founder, 
Gem4me Market Space

Bruno Horn 
CFO, Gem4me 
Market Space

Mikhail Khusainov 
CDO, Gem4me Market 
Space / CEO & Co-founder 
Smart Wallet Services

Olga Nikitina
CTO, Gem4me Messenger
& Market Place Platform

Michail Maly
CIO, Smart Wallet Services

Stefano Virgilli
Chief Strategy Officer 
Asian Market Advisor

Team

Dmitrij Nazarov
CLO, Chief Legal Officer
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Alexander Minakhov
Head of Investor Relations 
US and Europe

Sergey Repko 
Head of Investor 
Relations Asia

Armands Buss
CEO Frigate

Olga Finkel
CEO Gem4me 
Holdings Ltd.

Marina Trofimova
Project Manager

James Kehagias 
Product Development 
Manager

Alisa Malina
IR Manager
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Michael Jordan
Adviser

Simon Cocking
Adviser

Jason Hung
Adviser

Phillip Nunn
Adviser

Vladimir Nikitin
Adviser

Nikolay Shkilev
Adviser

Адвайзеры
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Synesis
Development and Messenger Support

ICOBox
Marketing, Consulting, 
Smart Contracts

Inventio Capital
Judiciary Expertise

Frigate
Escrow

UCT
Marketing & Promotion

ABDK
GMC Emission  
and Smart Contract Auditing
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Gem4me Market Space 
Road Map
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2015
Q3 Gem4me messenger enters development stage  

Gem4me first trial version gets 
published via Android and iOS

2016
Q1 Gem4me’s first 1,000 users   

2017
Q1 Gem4me’s first 1 million users  

Q3 Gem4me Market Space’s development starts  

Q4 Gem4me messenger’s release and development

Back4Cash’s alpha-version release and development

2018
Q1 64-participant voice conference 

functionality added to Gem4me

Back4Cash telegram bot released
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2018
Q2 GMC Private and Public Presale Start

Gem4me reaches the 5 million user mark

Gem4me Market Space published

Stripe.com bot added

RichLand bot added

Gem4me’s Back4Cash bot added

P2P video chat release

Q3 Public Token Sale starts, first GMC 
emission and distribution

Smart Wallet & personal finance algorithms released

Crypto/Fiat Service development and release

Gemme Ads development and release

Escrow development and release

Development and release of social B2C 
and C2C services + reputation system
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2018
Q4 Decentralization of the Gem4me Market Space

AI launches in support of Back4Cash, 
RichLand and Gemme Ads services

KYC (know your client) / AML (anti money 
laundering) added to Gem4me Market Space

Safe payments and microcredits added 
to Gem4me Market Space

Multi-accounts for Crypto and Fiat currencie

2019
Q1–Q2 An offline API for POS and QR terminals  

(optimized for small and mid-sized businesses)

Further development of microcredits, 
messaging, and reputation point allocation

2019
Q3–Q4 Smart Wallet integration with bank cards 

and bank accounts across the world

Debit cards from various issuers; virtual debit cards 

Completion of Gem4me Market Space’s 
mobile trading platform without borders
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The Gem4me messenger: 
a solid foundation for 
sustainable growth
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Desktop version

messenger: a solid foundation 
for sustainable growth

One of our key assets is the Gem4me messenger. This premium 
instant messenger was developed by Synensis, whose developers also 
worked on unicorns like Viber. We believe that our new set of features 
and services will be interesting to many of our 6 million users.

You can download the Gem4me messenger by visiting 
Apple’s App Store or the Google Play store.

The total amount of official Google Play downloads is between 1,000,000 
and 5,000,000. In addition to these native and hybrid apps, there is a web-
based app that lets users access the service no matter their device.
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Core Features 1

Gem4me’s core features include:

1. A contact book

2. Individual and group chats with no user limit

3. Public channels

4. Audio, video, and file transfers

5. Geolocation services

6. Unique stickers

7. Audio messages

8. Audio calls

Bot platform 2

Our API lets 3rd parties use bots to connect Gem4me’s users with any 
external services. Bots can be programmed to do anything, from taking 
pizza orders to providing personal horoscopes. This makes Gem4me 
a universal business application for businesses and users.
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Gem4me Market Space 3

The main reason Gem4me invested so many resources and so much time 
into its bot platform is the Gem4me Market Space project. Gem4me Market 
Space is an e-commerce platform designed to serve millions of solopreneurs, 
small businesses, and mid-sized companies. With Gem4me Market Space, 
businesses will be able to create e-stores quickly and easily — and accept 
payments in a variety of fiat and crypto currencies. On the other side 
of things, consumers are directed to useful stores based on their own 
geolocation and merchants’ ratings, product range, and other filters.

Financial services 4

The Gem4me messenger comes with an integrated Smart Wallet 
that lets users make instant, secure payments. The Smart Wallet also 
gives users multiple crypto and fiat features and integrates with many 
popular payment services like PayPal, Stripe, Revolut, and others.

MakeMoney Bot 5

MakeMoney Bot is a new kind of service unique to the Gem4me platform. 
Any mobile app developers can recruit users to help them promote 
their project. In exchange, users get a fixed reward for their effort.
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Advertising platform 6

There are several kinds of ads that will help monetize 
Gem4me Market Space’s ecosystem:

1. Banner ads that show up in chats and after calls.

2. Merchant ads for stores and products inside 
the Gem4me Market Space ecosystem.

3. Search-based, direct marketing.

Quality content 7

Gem4me Market Space has already recruited numerous bloggers, media 
production companies, and celebrities to create valuable content in public 
channels. In the future, there will be even more content, adding tremendous 
value to services and e-stores in the Gem4me Market Space.

A unique value proposition 8

In creating our app, we studied other messengers to understand 
which features were most useful and valuable:

1. Secure chats and calls.

2. Groups and public chat rooms with no user number restrictions.

3. The ability to edit messages 24 hours after sending.

4. Efficient battery use for mobile devices.

5. Conference calls with up to 64 users
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Our estimated value  9

1. We hired Camilleri Spiteri Advisory Services Ltd (Malta) — 
an independent auditor — to predict Gem4me Market Space’s future 
market value. As of March-April 2017, they valued Gem4me with 
no add-ons at €41,100,000, or approximately $47,1 million.

2. A second audit took place in September 2017. The auditor was SIA 
DOMA AUDITS (Latvia). According to this second estimate, Gem4me 
and its 3,055,043 users (at the time) were worth $86,7 million.

An army of loyal fans

Gem4me has an army of loyal fans. The total user base exceeds 6 million, 
and a large proportion of these people are helping us develop, market 
and popularize the messenger. As of right now, these most active users 
number in the tens of thousands and are spread across 60 countries.
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PAM

TAM

SAM

SOM

Crypto/Fiat  
exchange and payments

The crypto fintech space is new and prone to change. As of right now, 
there are dozens of services processing crypto-fiat exchanges and 
payments. This includes several that give users plastic cards.

Unfortunately, all the services we’ve seen have salient problems. For example, 
local operators create cards that work in the US or the EU, but not both. 
This has been a recurring and known problem, especially for projects 
where Wave Crest acted as the card issuer.

Our goal is to factor in these problems and create a better product; one that 
can compete with VISA/Mastercard and offer features these giants do not.

PAM
3,58 млрд пользователей

TAM
1.5 billion users using bank cards

SAM
18 million cryptocurrency 
users (as of Q3–Q4 2017)

SOM
30% SAM (assuming 2–3 user 
base increases per year)
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Smart Wallet
+

Market Space

Space’s operating company

Gem4me
Foundation, Singapore

Token Sale Gem4me Market Space

Helps Gem4me Market Space’s development

Gem4me messenger

Owner of the Gem4me messenger,

client base and intellectual property

Gem4me
Holdings Ltd., Malta

Investment Fund

Gem4me
Investments Plc, Malta

Gem4me messenger

Tokenholders

Token
emission

Token ownership
advantages

Main holding company

E-Investment Holdings, Switzerland
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Gem4me Foundation, Singapore

E-Investment Holdings, Switzerland

Gem4me Market 
Space’s Token Sale 
Judiciary Structure

Gemme Coin’s Token Sale is planned and conducted by a group of completely 
transparent companies. These companies stand behind the Gem4me 
Market Space ecosystem, so it’s important that users trust them.

The approach we chose lets us fund Gemme Coin via a Token Sale 
while giving token holders various valuable advantages. Below are 
the main elements of this judiciary structure.

The main holding company behind the project is E-Investment Holdings 
SA. This company is simultaneously the owner of Gem4me Foundation 
(100%) and the majority shareholder of Gem4me Investments Plc (51%).

The company conducting Gem4me Market Space’s ICO. 
Owns all Gem4me Finance branded services.
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Gem4me Market Space + Smart Wallet

Gem4me Market Space has an integrated Smart Wallet built over the Gem4me 
messenger. Ownership of all these moving pieces is spread across 
a straightforward holding group of companies located in different jurisdictions.

Token holders

Private individuals and investment funds buying the Gemme 
Coin token through the Token Sale described herein.
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Gem4me Holdings Ltd., Malta

Gem4me Messenger

Gem4me Investments Plc, Malta

Gem4me’s Ownership 
and Judiciary Structure

The points below describe the relationship between the Gem4me Market 
Space ecosystem and the existing Gem4me messenger. The transparent 
judiciary structure outlined below will maximize Gem4me Market 
Space’s attractiveness to users and clients.

Gem4me Investments Plc investment fund (Malta). This company’s ownership 
is split between E-Investment Holdings SA (51%) and private owners (49%)

This company owns all the intellectual rights to Gem4me messenger 
as well as their client base. It gets funding from Gem4me 
Investments Plc, which furthers the project’s development.

The Gem4me Messenger belongs to E-Investment Holdings SA 
via Gem4me Holdings. As Gem4me is 100% owned by the Swiss 
holding company, control is definitive and absolute.
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